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PROJECTS: FAIR WINDS FOR
GROWTH

By Phil Codling

Recent research in the run-up to our Market

Trends 2007 reports has confirmed that

demand for SI and consulting projects is

at its highest level in the UK since the lows
of 2002/3. This follows gradually improving

conditions in the preceding three years and

re ects both the generally positive macro~

economic climate and the renewed desire
among businesses to invest in IT in order

to drive business value ♥ or the ☜growth
agenda", as we have previously labelled it.

We're also detecting some significant drivers

of growth...

The drive for intelligence and ☜good
data"

We are seeing strong demand for projects

involving business intelligence, data analytics
and data warehousing. Our belief is that many
of these projects (as well as internal initiatives

by end users) are uncovering ever more
challenges in the area of data management
and data integrity. And all the while, the
complexity and sheer volume of data held
by organisations continues to mushroom
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Such pressures, heightened further by

regulatory requirements in nancial services,

in particular, will mean that the whole area

of business intelligence and data will remain

fertile ground for consultants and other IT

services providers for some time to come.

Compliance is key

Financial services rms are proving important

spenders in the current growth cycle as

regulatory pressures build. We'd highlight

the way Solvency II is driving projects in

insurance right now. Meanwhile. we expect

MiFlD~related projects to be in plentiful

supply up to and beyond the EU mandated

November MiFlD deadline. That said, we do

not expect SEPA to have ahuge impact in

the UK market, given that it is restricted to

Euro-denominated transactions.
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Quali cation = £50m oi UK project services In most recently
completed nancial year.
Most of the largest players tag. IBM, Aocenture. LogicaGMG and
Atos Origin) grew by less than 10% and are therefore not shown.
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Enterprise applications: SAP in

the ascendancy

SAP continues to take over in the

enterprise ERP space. with even

previously non SAP♥prone verticals

like utilities now increasingly

appearing open to the software,

helped by both SAP's and service

providers' attempts to deliver more

vertically-tailored packages. While

the typical time and effort required

for an SAP implementation is falling

and big new implementations remain

rare, project activity around SAP

remains high thanks to the number

of upgrades and integrations being

demanded.

Technology for service and

product effectiveness

We have been detecting good signs

of demand in the PLM (product

lifecycle management) project

market. There appears to be a

renewed drive from some sectors

(notably pharmaceutical and

engineering) to harness software

in order to improve product

development and competitiveness

in the global economy. Meanwhile,

we see huge potential for

rationalisation and supply chain

management (SCM) usage in the

retail back<office and believe the

pressures on retailers to implement

such solutions are intensifying.

Legacy alive and well

We remain in a positive part of

the legacy renewal cycle, with

customers finding they need to

upgrade and replace systems

installed in the Y2K era. This factor

in the market has been with us

for some time, but it appears to

be remaining a significant driver of

projects throughout 2007. There is

also a general shift from bespoke

to packaged applications as part of

this renewal process. although we

see in-house applications clinging

on in many areas. especially where

they are absolutely critical to the

operations functioning and where

the risks of migration are greater

than the potential benefits (for

example, core banking systems at

large financial organisations).

M&A as a driver

Mergers and acquisitions are a well-

established feature of the UK and

indeed global economies. But the

pressures of globalisation and the

activities of private equity firms are

causing an accelerating increase in

M&A. Many such moves drive the

need for systems consolidation and

rationalisation, which can stimulate

consulting and one-off projects,

as well as increasad contract

scope and value for application

outsourcers, In the years ahead,

the biggest mergers affecting the

UK will most likely be witnessed

in media/entertainment. retail

and financial services, with many

subsequent integrations assuming

an international (as opposed to UK-

only) dimension.

Skills scarcity hits in places

The recent uptick in demand in the

industry has created skills shortage

challenges for many organisations.

This is true in some areas of

packaged software but also remains

a particular challenge around legacy

applications. Such shortages are

driving end users to the external

market (both staff agencies and

project firms) in search of skills

and they are prepared to pay good

prices where skills are critical and

hard to find.

Price pressure varies according

to service

As one might expect in a market with

pockets of scarce skills. customers

appear tolerant of fee rate increases

in pockets too, hence the current

room to raise fee rates slightly in

some areas of SI and consulting.

However. we should highlight that
price pressure remains in many areas

of the market. and most particularly

in areas where customers see the

service primarily as an efficiency

measure. rather than a driver of real

business value.

Deflation is here to stay

Customers will continue to push

for global sourcing solutions in our

view, even though some sectors of

the market (notably capital markets)

appear to have reached something

approaching saturation in terms

of SI and applications work. This

suggests that the ☜deflationary☝

effect of global sourcing on the

market, whereby services gradually

become cheaper per unit of work,

is set to remain with us, despite

general rate rises for offshore work.

This is one reason why we are

keeping our growth forecasts in the

UK projects market rmly in mid-

single digits territory, despite the

current positives.

Public sector gets tougher

To end on a further cautionary note...
the UK government appears to be

turning a corner in the way it procures

services, An incessant run of ef ciency
reports, targets and initiatives means

that government departments are

tending to hold their IT purse strings
rather tighter these days. This is
beginning to have an effect in the
consulting and SI arena, where fewer

contracts outside the ☜mega-deals"
and larger "framework agreements"
level are now available to suppliers.
Finding growth in the private sector is
set to become even more important

for those players that have become
too reliant on government.

Innovation and change is a

constant process

Despite the emphasis on costs and

consequent pressure on pricing,

customers are looking for suppliers

that can offer innovation and exibility.

in the current business environment,

businesses regard change as a

constant and are therefore looking for

providers that can adapt to change

when needed it's worth emphasising

too that innovation doesn't necessarily

mean something bespoke and

expensive from the buyer☂s point of

view. Customers increasingly expect

their suppliers to have asolution (for

example, on enterprise application

integration) that is tried and tested

and needs minimal re-writing to work

in their environment.

The Holway@Ovum Market ends

series of reports will be published

this month.



FIXING THE COMMERCIAL DIVIDE BETWEEN
SOFTWARE AND THE SERVICE PROVIDER MARKET

In late May VMwareannounced the

creation of a VMware Service Provider

Pricing (VSPP) programme. aimed at

providing a pricing scheme to seNe

the needs of the service provider

community. In essence. it allows the

service provider to pay VMware based

on the amount of software being used

in a month, with the payment exing

either up or down in line with the

actual deployment. This allows service
providers who use this pricing scheme

to offer exible commercial models more
easily to their end customers. such as

monthly rental agreement, capacity on

demand. utility pricing, etc. It is far more
signi cant than the simple pricing model

Change that is led away tn the ☁boring
but worthy le'. The announcement is
a reflection of wider forces at work in
the market. and of important issues

for software manufacturers and service
providers alike.

An incompatible marriage?

Although software companies and
service providers have partnered with

each other for decades. their commercial
models have been deeply incompatible.

' Software companies have sought
to drive shorHerm revenue

growth through maximising early

revenue recognition on contracts.

This inevitably produces revenue

spikes and results in a lack of

revenue predictability between

quarters. More canny companies
have supplemented this with a

more predictable support and

maintenance scheme, Successful

software companies are highly cash

generative but their horizons are
often short term.

0 Service pmvrders typically have

revenue spread over the life of

a contract. and are required to

invest in capacity for hardware

and software at the start. so that

ef ciencies can be generated. It is

not unusual for service providers

to have unpredictable income

streams. based on factors such as

the commercial uptake of a service.

These investments impact cash ow

adversely. Horizons in the service

provider world are much longer.

 

Simply out, if it's good for a traditional

software company in the short term

then it☁s probably bad in the short term

for the service provider. It☁s very much

like John Gray's book 'Men Are from

Mars. Women Are from Venus' but with

the distance between the two being

slightly larger!

A service provider backlash?

For many categories of software there

has been little real choice. despite the

number of software manufacturers

who operate in each sub-segment

of the global market. As a result

software manufacturers have been

able to hold a shotgun to the heads of

service providers, and force the service

providers to work With the commercial

terms that the software manufacturers

dictate. In essence the power base in

the negotiation has often been skewed

towards the software manufacturer.

Four factors are seeing a change to that

power balance:

- Open source software is becoming

a very realistic altemative in many

software categories, and this often

has a nancial model which is more

closely aligned to the needs of

service providers.

0 Software-as-a-senrice providers.

suchasSalesforce.comandNetSuite

are now offering viable alternatives in

many traditional software categories

and. again. the commercial models

here are more closely aligned to the

needs of service providers.

- Many commercial software

manufacturers are also introducing

pricing models that are tailored

to the needs of service providers.

seeing commercial advantage in

being the rst to offer increased

licensing exibility.

- Service providers have become

inured to the commercial hardball

tactics of many of the software

manufacturers and are more willing

to call their bluff dunng negotiations.

unlike a few years ago when service

providers would have blinked rst.

The net result is that service providers are

being much more demanding. in terms

of commercial flexibility. of the software
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manufacturers. As a result we are seeing

licensing models like VMware☁s VSPP

becoming more common. Software

manufacturers who do not respond

positively and introduce similar models

will nd themselves increasingly under

pressure to do so. and their business

will suffer accordingly.

A better partnership formula?

From the perspective of a servrce

provider a better partnership would

involve the software manufacturers
being willing to take their revenues in

the same way as the service providers

do themselves. This would involve the

software manufacturer being willing to

offer the exibility to have their revenues

related to the actual consumption or

usage of their products. and for them to

be willing to acknowledge that demand

was variable.

SeNice provider licensrng agreements

(SPLAs) are one of the most visrble

ways that software manufacturers have

adopted to respond to the demands for

a change in the relationship. VMware's

VSPP is the most recent example of

this type of model. However. it is not the

only one. Microsoft has its own SPLA

agreements. SAP has a speci c pricing

model targeted at BPO providers

♥ a subcategory of service provider.

There are many others across different

sections of the software economy.

Increasingly commercial exibility

at the infrastructure layer. through
schemes such as VSPP. IS cmcial.

There is little point in having a exible
application-level commercial model if

the technology underpinnings need

to be licensed in the old and inflexible

ways. The VMware announcement is

critical because it provrdes foundations

to allow companies at higher layers in

the stack to bring more commercially

exible offerings to market.
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PEROT SYSTEMS EUROPE: THE
Perotsystems' BENEFITS OF FOCUS

We had an opportunity to

speak with leading lights at

Perot Systems last month when

the company held a day-long

briefing in London. It was a good

chance to get more familiar with

a company that has been on our

radar for some time as a player

in the global and European

outsourcing market. but which

never quite seems to break

into the upper echelons of the

industiy Naturally one of our

main interests was to hear how

midesized Perot Systems plans

to grow its business without

losing sight of its niche areas of

focus.

it☁s not easy being a mid

sized player in IT services and

outsourcing these days. The

market invariably favours scale

and concentration. Those players

that have spread themselves too

thinly across a wide range of

services and customer segments

have tended to find the going

tough. Even in its native US.

Perot Systems. which has global

revenues of $2.3 billion. cannot

claim to be a tieraone player

across the IT services market,

unlike IBM. EDS or Accenture for

example.

In Europe. with $300 million of

revenues from the European

market, Perot Systems is even

less prominent. Its challenge is

also compounded by the ending

(from 1 January this year) of its

infrastructure outsourcing deal

with Swiss-based customer UBS.

That single contract was worth

$265 million globally to Perot in

2006, The company will still work

on apps support for UBS. but the

bank☂s infrastructure insourcing

has left Perot UK and Europe

managing direct0r John Tilley

with a big gap to make up in his

revenue line.

Finding space in a crowded

market

So how is Perot Systems

positioning itself as it pushes for

growth in Europe? Firstly. we

were reassured to hear that the

company is under no illusion as to

its place in the overall IT services

industhy. Tilley describes the

company as ☁small enough to care'

but ☁big enough to deliver☁. and

says his focus is on clients with

between 60.5 billion and 俉4 billion

in revenues (iust below the large

multinationals). It's hardly a unique

approach. but it reflects a degree

of realism that acknowledges that

Perot is not well placed to take on

the biggest IT services competitors

on the biggest accounts.

What is perhaps a little more

distinctive about the company's

approach. compared to other

mid♥sized players (one might cite

LogicaCMG, Sopra or Getronics

as examples) is its emphasis on

selected vertical markets. As things

stand. the European operation can

lay claim to a presence primarily
in banking/capital markets
(even without the U88 mega-

deal). healthcare (where it is a

subcontractor to ET in London

on the UK NHS☂s huge National
Programme for IT) and TTL (or

travel. transport and logistics).

Pushing into new verticals

Right now Perot Systems' strategy

is to bring some of its expertise
and intellectual property from
North America to support and
extend its vertical focus in Europe.
For example. in healthcare. the
company has much experience

1xa1nu1
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from its US business of working

with private hospital ☁chains☁. It

believes this could be useful as

European health systems evolve.

We agree, although we remain
cautious over the prospects for
radical reform and lT-centric
☁joining up' of state-run health
systems and processes, especially

given the slow progress in the UK
so fat

Then we have Perot's role on the

NHS'svast National Programmefor
IT (NPfIT). Here it is a subcontractor

to ET on its local service provider

arrangement in London. Frankly,
it looks as though this will remain
a source of revenues for some

time. given the amount of complex

application work still to be done on
NPflT. Meanwhile. it's reassuring to

see the company is not attempting
a broader attack on the rest of the

large but competitive UK public

sector IT services market (central

government. local authorities.
defence. education and so on).

Focusing on its interests in health
appears the best way forward.

especially as UK government is

beginning to look like a tougher

place to do business for many
suppliers.

Perot Systems is also looking to

use experience from managing

policies in its US life insurance and

healthcare businesses to target

the UK lite & pensions (L&P) 8130

market. We expect it will begin by

targeting existing multi-country

insurance clients with propositions

to extend BPO sen/ice provision

into Europe - this giving it afoot in

[Continued on page ve]

 



 

the door. However. the company

currently has no BPO footprint in

Europe. and we think it will find it

quite a challenge to break in given

the high levels of competition from

established players in L8.F☂. not least

Capita with the scale advantages

it derives from market leadership.

Many have tried in this market. but

very few have succeeded.

Meanwhile. in the industrial sector.

we can expect Perot Systems to

import niche expertise and lP in

both process (mills and chemicals)

and discrete (aerospace and

automotive) manufacturing
sectors Of particular interest is its
engineering services proposition.

As Ovum's recent analysis of the

European R&D market has shown.

engineering (or R&D) services and

outsourcing is a fragmented but

growing market. It's also an area

where the increasing centrality
of [T in the innovation lifecycle is

generating opportunities for the

IT services providers. Potentially.
Perot's (primarily North American)
experience in the automotive.

healthcare/pharmaceuticals.
aerospace and defence sectors

could prove useful. given that these

segments account for over 50% of

total European R&D spending.

Offshore to the fore

A key strand in Perot's R&D

services strategy. and indeed

across its business more generally.

is offshoring. Since the company

bought out its lndia♥based joint

venture with HCL in 2003 it has

continued to build its own global

sourcing presence. Indeed. among

onshore-based competitors in

the European IT services market,

it now has one of the highest

proportions of staff in nearshore/

offshore locations: 1.200 staff

onshore stationed in Europe.

no fewer than 2.350 offshore/

nearshore dedicated to supporting

the European operation.

This high degree of offshore/

nearshore leverage is potentially

a differentiator for Perot, given

that all of its target markets are

increasingly susceptible to globally

sourced delivery. Certainly we can

expect the company to bid on a

high degree of offshore/nearshore

delivery in the market. and to

position itself as something of

a ☁hybrid☁ option between the

☁pure-play☁ lndian players and the

predominantly onshore-based

IT services majors in Europe.

However. it's worth bearing in

mind that this ☁hybrid☁ ground

will gradually shrink as the Indian

players come onshore and the

large US and European players

rebalance theirworkforces towards

a greater reliance on offshore,

Indeed. in some markets. and

particularly among its target size

of customer. Perot will already find

itself competing against offshore,

heavy/onshorerlight solutions from

the likes of C80 and Accenture.

as such vendors push out their

☁offshore direct☁ model.

Enough resources on the

ground?

Even in an increasingly offshore-

centric world. most business

is still won onshore and most

relationships are still conducted

onshore. Analysing the distribution

of Perot's staff across Europe.

we'd have to conclude that it

is underweight in this regard.

at least outside the UK. It has

just 220 employees in Europe's

second largest IT services market

(Germany). plus a further 120 in

Ireland (many of whom work on

its Bank of Ireland deal) and less

than 100 spread across Benelux.

Switzerland and ltaly.

We do not expect a company of

Perot's size to be winning and

delivering the largest multinational

deals. so a complete lack of

presence in France. Spain and

the Nordics. for example. is not

necessarily a problem. even though

these are signi cant markets in

their own right. However, if Perot is

serious about growing in European
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markets beyond the UK. we feel

it will need to scale up, Germany

looks a good place to start. given

the company's SAP orientation and

some useful existing references

(for example, Lufthansa Cargo).

From our discussions last week.

it sounds as though acquisitions

are not out of the question for

the European business. So that

is potentially one way of ramping

up. particularly if Perot could nd a

consultancy or two operating in its

chosen verticals.

Niche + full service?

Overall. we think Perot Europe☁s

selected verticals approach to
market is wise fora player of its size,

and that the strategy of exploiting

US-derived skills and experience

in Europe to open up new verticals

makes sense. Meanwhile. the

company is retaining a broad

sen/ice capability set. which

goes right from infrastructure
outsourcing (desktop/data centre)

through applications to business

consulting. It's even talking about

BPO. In other words, Perot is
seeking to be. it not exactly ☁all

things to all people'. then at least

☁all things to some people'.

We'd argue this remit could

prove too broad for a company

of its size. The IT infrastructure

outsourcing space in particular

favours scale and is tending to

commoditise, with relatively little

differentiation between players

and indeed vertical markets.

Therefore. we have to wonder if

Perot Systems would not be better

off partnering by default where

it needs infrastructure services

on a particular deal. thus leaving
more resources to concentrate
on its niche-focused applications

and consulting activities. For a

business of its size. that still leaves
plenty of market opportunity to

shoot for and gives it greater scope

to focus on its most important

asset for future competitiveness.

namely its vertical specialisms and

expertise.
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☁5 GBGROUP

Recently GB Group. the CRM and

authentication provider. released

its results for year ended 31

March. Revenues were up16.5%

to £15m. but the company was

loss-making to the tune of £1 .5m.

A highlight was the performance

of the DataAuthentication

division, which more than

doubled its revenues to £4.8m

and increased its customer base

from 101 to 174.

GB's DataAuthentication business

has grown well over this last

year but in terms of the broader

co
FUJITSU

Fujitsu Services recently released

a solid set of results for its year

ended 31 March 2007. Reported

revenues were up by 5% year-

on♥year to 俉2.46bn, or up 4% on

a comparable basis. Operating

pro ts were up by 12% to £1 63m,

amounting to a slightly improved

operating margin of 6.6%. Fujitsu's

order book was marginally up to a

record £6.6bn, from £6.5bn the

previous year.

This is a solid, if unspectacular. set

of numbers for Fujitsu Services.

In pure nancial terms. Fujitsu's

performance is mid table among

its Western IT services peers:

not quite in Accenture or lndra's

league. (players which reported

double digit comparable growth

and operating margins), but better

than Atos Origin and Getronics

which struggle withlow single digit

growth and operating margins.

There is no lack of ambition about

the company. CEO David Counley

has reiterated Fujitsu's ambition

to expand beyond its traditional

UK Government heartland into

IT services landscape, at just

£4.8m, this is still small fry. There

are signs that growth will continue
in this division, but there are no

indications as to whether it will

sustain such a stellar rate. Despite

this growth. the fact remains that

GB is still loss-making.

However, it currently has £5.2m

in cash in the bank. which will

allow it to invest further in projects

for creating additional revenue

growth. indeed, last year the Group

invested £1 m in new technology

and infrastructure. Taking this

the commercial sectors both in

the UK and. more importantly,

Continental Europe. We also

note the underlying drive to move
beyond its primarily desktop♥led

infrastructure services base, and
into application services and BPO.

The December 2007 acquisition

of 俉100m»a♥year. doubleedigit-
operating♥margin TDS in Germany

was a small but positive step to

execute on this vision. If Fujitsu

can convince GFI lnformatique's

shareholders to sell at a price its

own masters nd palatable. it

will further strengthen its base in

France and Spain. Furthermore,

the deal with Germany's Allianz in

May, worth 俉400m over five years,

has given a further boost to its

con dence.

While Fujistu is doing a lot of things
right. there could be a case foreven
bolder thinking in terms of M&A.
and certainly in its global delivery
strategy. Even if it is successful with
GFI. Fujitsu will remain a subescale
player in Continental Europe and
it will remain in the trail of market
leaders IBM. Accenture. EDS and

GB POSTS LOSSES, BUT CONTINUES TO INVEST

investment into account, GB

actually lowered its operating

costs by9%.

Overall. the company is growing

well and we see the need for

data authentication services
increasing in importance. In this
regard. and in the current climate
of consolidation, GB may well

make a good acquisition target

for a larger company looking to

add a niche string to its how. The
key challenge for now has to be
returning the Group to profitability.

{Ed Lycetl-Marquez)

FUJITSU SERVICES POSTS SOLID 2006/07

NUMBERS

Capgemini, particularly when it

comes to realising its aspirations of
winning larger. multinational deals.
If more mergers and acquisitions
are on the cards, the case for

more radical M&A options with the
larger players such as Siemens

IT Services (it already has a joint
product division with Siemens),

LogicaCMG and Atos Origin

needs to be examined much more

closely.

More importantly. following its

disposal of its 30% stake in Zensar,

Fujitsu doesn't have a presenCe

in India and its overall nearshcre

count is around 600 staff in Russia.

oraround 3% of its workforce ♥ well

below the 15~16% average among

its peer group. Without offshore

presence, Fujitsu will struggle in

achieving deeper expansion into

commercial verticals. particularly

with application services and BPO

service lines. So. while Fujitsu has

done reasonably well to get to

where it is now. it has an awful lot

to do to get to where it wants to be

in a few years' time.

(Angel Dobardziev)
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QinetiQ

At the end of May defence specialist

OinetiQ announced its FY07 results.

Revenue was up 9% to 俉1.15bn,

with operating pro ts up 15% at

Storm. The operating margin

improved from 8.5% to 9.0%. PET

was up 23% at £89.8m.

North America has proved the

real growth engine for OinetiQ

once again this year. Helped by

acquisitions, the business there

grew by 44% to E358m. The

topline on the UK and EMEA side

of things fared less Well. with a

2% drop in revenue to C779m.

Performance in some of the

deuce)

Detica is growing fast. It's true that

with total revenue growth up 54%

and staff numbers up 56% Detica

can now compete with the bigger

boys for much larger contracts
(the company now boasts seven

implementation contracts with

values ranging from 25m to CBOm.
while 3-4 years ago it had just

two 25m deals). And it's also fair

to say that the market perception

of Detica has changed; clients
are now willing to entrust the

company with projects of greater
size and greater risk. Nonetheless,

the route to these larger deals is
the same as it has always been.

Detica's business continues to be

driven by small. cE2OOK. front-

end consultancy engagements.

which are then leveraged to bring
in bigger systems integration

deals. And all the time. Detica
remains committed to its focus

on information intelligence and to

building up its expertise in a few

core markets.

It is the rm commitment to its

strategy that☁s allowing Detica to.

rstly. succeed in its focus markets
even when market conditions

become more difficult, and

more |T»centric areas Qinetiq has

been targeting for growth was

disappointing in FY07. UK and

EMEA security services revenue

shrank by 19% to E21m. while

managed services grew by 7%.

Such figures are unlikely to help

QinetiQ climb up our rankings for

S/ITS suppliers in the UK market

(it☁s currently sixth).

The outlook for the UK as a

whole is better. however. QinetiQ

has continued to sign large

contracts with the MoD. including

the ESOBm/ZO year Combined

Aerial Target Service deal and

secondly. to make forays into new

markets (such as nancial services)

and geographies (the US). It has

also allowed Detica to lake the

difficult decision to absorb its

internet content security business.

StreamShield, into the core

Detica products business. and.

more importantly. to significantly

scale back its investment in the

product.

Detica has. of course. put a positive

spin on this news. According to

Tom Black CEO. the original vision

- ☜to change the paradigm behind

anti-virus and anti~spam on large

networks" remains. However.

Detica is not winning business as

quickly as it might have hoped and

StreamShield is therefore highly

unlikely to close enough deals

to breakeven next year (as was

previously forecast). It has also not

won any business based on the

☜per user. per month" consumer

pricing model ~ its clear objective

when it launched the business in

2004, As such. Detica could not

justify pouring the same level of

investment into the business year-

on-year, Instead it believes that

SlreamShield would be better off
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QINETIQ RAISES PROFITS ON US GROWTH

the £50m contract to support

the Typhoon programme. not
to mention its preferred bidder

status (as consortium leader)
on the cfZibn Defence Training
Review programme. Total UK/
EMEA orders in FY07 were worth
£784m » that's up 35% on FY06
and takes the booketo-bill ratio up

to 1.3:1. So QinetiQ's push into
the UK IT sen/ices market may
be experiencing limited success.
but the key driver of its overall
performance » namely its ability
to win large. specialised defence
work 7 appears undiminished,
(Phil Cod/mg)

DETICA☂S LONG-TERM STRATEGY AND BUSINESS

MODEL SERVES IT WELL

becoming one of seven products
in Detica's portfolio ts products
business brought in £16.8m in
revenues excluding Streamshield
last year » up 21%).

Although Black states that the
company is ☜not giving up" on
StreamShield. we expect to hear
very little of the product going
forward. Having struggled to
make an impact despite the level
of investment over the last few
years; the chances of significant
success going forwards seem
even slimmer.

However. it would be foolish
to place too much emphasis
on this ☁disappointment'. In
the grand scheme of Detica's
business. StreamShield is small.
What's important is that. with
a consistent strategy. Detica's
strong management team were
able to make this decision quickly
and with minimal disruption. The
focus can now be on ensuring
the continued success of the
core business; a business which
appears to be going from strength
to strength.

(Georgina O'Toole)
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E. REDSTONE STEPS OVER £1OOM THRESHOLD WITH
13 redsione COMUNICA

Redstone. the lT and

communications solutions provider.

recently released its results for the

year ending 31 March. Revenues

grew 56% to £113m with EBlTDA

of £7.9m (compared with last

year's breakeven) giving the Group

a healthy 7% margin. During the

year the Group acquired Comunica.

Symphony Telecom. IDN and the

Tolerant Group. Fledstone's share

price rose 0.5% on the day of the

results announcement. after a

signi cant 16% rise over the previous

week. following the announcement

of a contract win,

In FY05 Redstone reorganised its

business divisions. and has since

used acquisitions to build upon this.

It now has ve divisions: managed

CIVIC8

Civica has announced interim

results for the six months to 31

March 2007, in the last six months

Civica☂s turnover has increased by

11% (8% organically] to £62.8m.

Profitability has also improved With

operating profit before amortisation

and exceptional charges up 15% to

EQm in the period. PET was EQOSk

compared to a loss of £2.3m in the

same period last year. EPS came in

at 0.2p (H106: -5.0p).

The public-sector focused software

and services group also revealed

that it had received an unsolicited

preliminary approach from a private

equity fund. The company said

discussions are at an early stage

and there can be no certainty that

an offer will be made.

it is no surprise to see that Civica.

a growing public-sector focused

business. has attracted the attention

of private equity investors. PE

interest in the sector has increased

recently and Civica seems a
suitable candidate for investment.

but it is clearly too early to say

solutions.

and most
solutions. converged

telecom. technology.

recently. mobile.

Redstone's strategy of acquiring

aggressively over the last two years

(it has acquired 5companies since

2005) has been to build enough

scale and capability to land bigger

contracts. and bid on multiple

projects at once. The Group seems

to be reaping the rewards of its

hard work having recently won the

Lancashire Building Schools for the

Future (BSF) contract (worth a total

of E16m). the University College

Dublin project (worth up to 俉4.5m)

and the Bristol and Leicester

shopping centre infrastructure

projects (combined total of

£3.4m). The Group has also been

whether anything will come of these

discussmns

in the meantime, Civica continues

to grow organically while building on

its many acquisitions - most recently

that of spoial housing software player

VTSS Group. It's good to see margins

improving as the company continues

to move away from reselling third-

party software to focus on its own

software and related services.

Revenues from IPR increased by

17% to £1 1m while turnover in the
third panylicensing business declined
by 19%. The increased focus on

process improvement and ef ciency-

led assignments across government

helped Civica's consulting and project

services revenues to E15m. up 18%.
But managed services were the real

star - revenue from this pan of the

business climbed 62% to £18m in

the period and boosted profits.

Across the public sector. it was

the local government business that

recorded the best performance.

Civtca has continued to win new

busmess in the sector as local

recently awarded preferred bidder

status for the London White City

development. one of the largest

shopping developments in Europe,

Redstone has grown quickly and
to a decent size so it's better

placed to ink the larger contracts
(e.g. BSF). This is not to say that

further acquisitions shouldn't
be considered. but we think the
Group's management should now
focus on growing the business from
within and working hard to identify

opportunities to cross-sell between
its divisions. That would bethe
most effective way in our view to
benefit from the ongoing customer
trend towards the convergence of
IT and communications.

(Ed Lyceit-Marquez)

CIVICA CONTINUES TO GROW AS PE FUND SHOWS
INTEREST

authorities look to combine front
office contact management.
workllow and EDRM systems over
core administration systems in
order to improve performance - this
plays very nicely to local authority
ef ciency demands. in other areas
of the public sector business has
been harder to come by, notably
in enforcement where Civica's
revenues were down 18% in a
☜challenging☝ market. Tight budgets
and uncertainty in the police market
mean that the market focus has
been on extending the deployment

of existing systems.

Civica is all too aware that the

tightening financial climate puts

technology investment under

increasing scrutiny across the

public sector but it remains positive

about the outlook. The key to
growth in the coming months will

be demonstrating to its customers

that processeled solutions. such as

flexible and mobile working. can help

deliver improved service with fewer

resources.
(To/a Sargeant)

 



 

For the year to 31 March 2007.

global logistics vendor Kewill has

grown revenue by 31% to £41.6m.

Operating profit was E1.0m.

up 9%. Without amortisation

of intangibles. operating profit

would have been 俉4.7m. an

increase of 56% over the same

number for last year. Thanks to

lower interest income and higher

interest charges. reported net

profit was down 45% to E15.

Cash generated by operations

was £5.3m up 147%.

Its Order Management and Visibility

Division increased sales by 5%

to £10.2m. Enterprise Shipping

Management increased by 5% (13%

in constant currency) to 俉11.3m. and

International Trade and Logistics by

80% to 俉20.1m.

(IRE

KEWILL GROWS 31%

Kewill has an interesting business

model that mixes software and

business services for the global

logistics industry. It aims to become

the leader in what it calls dynamic

supplynetworks.helpingcompanies

to manage complex global supply

chains. and the even more complex

regulatory. logistical and financial

baggage that goes with operating

across multiple borders.

Kewill has increasingly been using the

software-asa-service delivery model

to answer the needs for flexibility and

predictability from its customers.

This model lends itself to the mix of

inforrnationrbased business services

and smart software. Kewill said that

around 19% of its revenues came

from these kinds of mixed software

and transaction services. and they

Connecting for Health ME

 

Richard Granger. the chief executive

of NHS Connecting for Health. the

agency responsible for delivering the
E9bn National Programme for IT in

the NHS. is to leave later this year.

In a statement. Granger said. ☜My

decision should be seen in the

context of the changing role of the

centre of the NHS and the fact that

when I took on this challenge I said I

would give this job five years.

"I passionater believe that the

programme will deliver ever greater

levels of bene t to patients over the

coming years. There remain a number

of challenges ahead. but I rmly believe

that the leadership of the programme

by Lord Hunt. David Nicholson and

my colleagues within CFH will ensure

these hurdles are overcome."

CfH will now focus on recruiting

a successor to Granger over the

coming months.

From 2008. Granger will move to

work in the private sector once

again. Granger previously worked

for consultancy rm Deloitte. where

one of his major achievements

was negotiating the contract for

the London Congestion Charging

Scheme. This is largely seen as a

success, and Granger brought in

some of the contractual innovations

delivered here into the NPfIT. such

as the payment to suppliers only on

successful delivety

Granger's legacy to the National

Programme will be his strong

leadership and commitment to

making a difference to the way

that the NHS performs its day-to»

day duties. He often cites the way

in which a new IT♥enabled NHS will

eradicate the piles of paper records

in hospitals and clinics. making the

NHS more efficient and effective.

and ultimately helping to save

people's lives.
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expect it to grow to 26% in the full

year.

The company has been on the

acquisition trail this year, spending

£12m in cash to buy CSF in

Germany. IPACS in Australia. and

Innovate IT in the Netherlands.

Kewill didn☁t say how much of its

revenue growth was organic and

how much was from acquisition.

but we'd guess there was probably

a bit more of the latter.

The year was not all plain sailing as

its order management and visibility

business was hit by the closure of

customers Allders and Littlewoods in

the UK. The company did well to make

up the lost ground and more with

business from the insurance sector.

(Dav/d Bradshaw)

RICHARD GRANGER TO LEAVE THE NATIONAL

Granger will however leave behind

him an NPfIT that is in the midst of

major change. The Programme IS

moving towards a more localised

approach. where control and

accountability is increasingly

moving into the hands of the NHS

Trusts themselves. This means

that clinicians and healthcare

professionals will have more of a

say over their chance of IT systems

and services.

80 where next for Granger? For

someone with such a high profile

track record Granger is unlikely

to be stuck for options. and we

don't expect him to fade out of the

spotlight. Indeed, he is apparently

considering "several significant

approaches" at the moment.

Rumour has it that a role at the

Olympics might be a worthy next

challenge. but we Wlll just have to

wait and see.

(John O 'Brien)
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STRONG RESULTS LAUNCH FOCUS SOLUTIONS
ON THE ACQUISITION TRAIL

Point-ofasale solutions vendor to

the financial sector Focus Solutions

is set to go on the acquisition trail

following a strong set of results
reported in June. For the year to

31 March, the company☁s revenue

grew 20% to 俉9.9m from 俉6.6m

a year ago. Operating pro t was

£990k compared to £94k a year
ago, however both numbers

were impacted strongly by

reorganisation costs of EtQBk and

E257k respectively. Net profit was

£1.6m compared to 2112K Cash

generated by the operations was

俉2.8m compared to an outflow of

£833k last year.

As these numbers show, Focus

Solutions has worked its way into

a really strong commercial position

through cost reduction and revenue

growth. It is now on the verge of taking

the next stepin its development.

The company has a portfolio of

solutions in front office banking

solutions in wealth management.

insurance, mortgages and

pensions. Over the last year or so

it has been turning these solutions

into a flexible set of products that

encapsulate its intellectual property.

in the long term this should enable

it to increase the software portion

(licence. maintenance and/or

subscription fees) from its current

level of around a quarter into more

like half. This helps not only the

company but also its customers

♥ making it possible for them to

configure their front office for new

financial products themselves.

The really big step that the company

is taking is openly seeking acquisition

targets. In the first phase it is

searching for companies that offer

complementaryfront-of cesolutions.

LIBERATA BACK ON TRACK
L!BEBATA

Liberata, the privately♥held UK BPO

player, recently released its interim

results. Revenue fell by 10.6% to

俉104 million for the six months

to the end of February 2007.

Operating profits were up to 23.2

million from a £300,000 loss last

year, Net cash inflow from operating

activities was 22.3 million, up from

a $11.8 million outflow last half year.

However, after capital expenditure

and repayment of finance, cash

decreased by $1.5 million in the

period.

CEO Robert Gogel's restructuring

and re-focuslng of Liberata has

helped it start to turn around after a

struggle with growth and pro tability

over the past couple of years, And of

course we are pleased to see that the

strategic changes that have enabled

the improvement in the bottom line

match many of those that we now

advise BPO vendors to consider in

this increasingly competitive and

☁lumpy' market.

This includes focusing on existing

strengths and on pro tability. not just

chasing revenue growth through big

deal wins (as has been the case with

many vendors in the past), So for

example, Liberata has outsourced

some of its non-core backaof ce

and lT services to partners such as

Xchanging and Kanbay. It has also

started to build a more ☁balanced

portfolio' of BPO business by

targeting smaller, more pro table

BPO deals that complement the

large deals it already has in local

government and life & pensions,

where pro ts are weighted to the

end of the contract. For Liberata this

has meant taking the existing F&A,

HR, and contact centre skills it has

from larger deals and using them

to win business in new markets

such as retail. Its recent £2 million,

ve-year deal with TGI Fridays is a

great example of this working. Such

a deal should reach pro tability

rapidly, balancing out the back-

ended pro tability of Liberata's large

Ideally these should both increase

the amount of business Focus can

do with existing customers like

HSBC. St James's Place and lrish
Life, as well as bring new customers

that Focus can sell its existing

products to. In the second phase

of acquisitions it will be looking for

back-of ce capabilities so that it

can deliver an integrated offering.

Focus has already started on the first

phase (front office) in scal 2008, the

current year,

With its war chest of over 23m and

strong improving performance

over the last year. Focus is in a

good position to acquire despite its

relatively small size. CEO Richard

Stevensonassuredusthathedoesn't

yet have a queue of prospective

acquirees outside his door. but we☁re

sure that will happen soon.

(Da vid Bradshaw)

governmental and nancial services

contracts.

Investment in sales has also

increased, and Liberata now claims it

also has a stronger bid process that

can help it identify risks much earlier.

This is important because a company

such as Liberata needs to be more

proactive in developing new areas of

the market. but also must be in touch

with the risks that can be associated

with large BPO deals. Gogel claims

that this change has pushed Liberata☁s

pipeline (for bids at long list stage) over

21 billion. We will wait to see whether

all of these changes will result in a

return to revenue growth in addition to

the improvement in profitability.

All in all there are good signs for a

company that only a couple of years

ago was struggling. It is too early to

say that a full recovery has occurred,

but the company is now in better

shape.

{Samad Masood)

 



HM Revenue
&Customs

 

The Public Accounts Committee
(PAC) recently published its report on

HMRC's Aspire outsourcing contract
with Capgemini. The headline
nding picked up by the media is

that the contract could now cost
an estimated 28.5 billion over 10
years. almost three times the original

contract value.

The PAC report has already been
picked up by some of the media

as another example of problems in

public sector IT, It is based. however.

on last year's National Audit Office
(NAO) report into Aspire. which. as

we commented at the time. was
largely positive in tone.

lt reasserts some of the NAO's

criticisms (for example. regarding

the handling of transition costs

of the contract). Inevitably. given

the escalation in the size of the

contract. it also urges departments

to consider more carefully alternative

growth scenarios for IT services

requirements and the likely impact

on costs and margins.

Capgemini's increased profit

expectations are also highlighted.

which could be up to Efibn

compared to the original estimate

of ESOOm. However. the report

also notes that current margins of

around 10713% have not triggered

the pro t sharing agreement and are

in line with accepted levels forPFI

agreements.
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PAC REPORTS ON ASPIRE: INSIGHT INTO A
MODERN PUBLIC SECTOR IT CONTRACT

However, it is important to recognise

that this is far from being a case of

public sector IT failure. Capgemini's

performance has matched

requirements and the Department is

progressing on its major projects and

adapting to future demands, The PAC

report recognises that the increased

value of the contract largely re ects

the later inclusion of Fujitsu's EQOOm

HM Customs & Excise contract

along with "work needed to deliver

the Department☁s Transformation

Programme including. for example.

the further development of online

services". The contract is therefore

proving to be adaptable to the

evolving needs of the Department a

which is what it was intended to do.

(Eric Woods)

CSC ENDS FY07 WITH A BETTER QUARTER

080 has reported revenue growth of

4% for 04. with constant currency
growth of 1%. Total revenue was

$4.0bn, with EBIT (before special

items) up 25% to $393m. 0805

04 operating margin thus rose from

8.1% to 9.7% year-on-year. Contract

wins totalled $4.3bn. taking the
year's haul to $16.9bn (40% up on
the previous year).

CSC took a charge of $22m against
its FY07 accounts and $th for

FY06. following the discovery of

errors related to tax accounting. as

previously flagged.

After a challenging start to FY07 (with

no topline growth in the first three

quarters. unsettling private equity

advances and a lot of restructuring).

CSC has got itself into bettershape. It

is nally able to report some revenue
growth. albeit of just 1% in current

currency. Meanwhile constant

currency growth for the year was just

shy of flat at 05% But the outlook

overall is improving The company is

expecting 6-7% organic growth (Le.

excluding the Covansys acquisition)

in the current year. That☂s thanks to

the improved signings total in FY07.

Overall. we feel that CSC's rapidly-

executed restructuring of its business

(which has seen job reductions in

Europe and the US. plus continued

rapid growth offshore) has been

a necessary. albeit often painful.

step to put the company on a more

competitive footing, In short. it's

now in a better position to win afair

share of deals against not just the

Indian majors but also key rivals like

Accenture. IBM and EDS. particularly

outside its federal government

heartland. The Covansys acquisition

will continue this beneficial process.

The effect on margins is also

noticeable - full-year EBIT margin

was 7.1%. up 50basis points. and

compares favourably with that of

key (and increasingly pro table) rival

EDS. whose comparable fulleyear

2006 margin was just under 4%.

We can expect CSC to continue its

ramp♥up in consulting. where it has

been an active onshore hirer of late.

For a business with CSC's exposure

to commoditising ITO markets.
ensuring it has the ☜business

outcome capability" to deliver higher

value projects to its customers is

vital.

One nal concern is the lack of a

replacementheadintheUK/Northern

region (since Keith Wilman joined

Atos Origin in December). Given

immediate needs such as nding a

way through the NHS/iSoI't debacle

and leading CSC through contract

recompetes. strong leadership

and management bandwidth are

undoubtedly essential commodities

at CSC Europe right now.

(Phil Cod/ing)
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Mergers and Acquisitions ♥ June 2007

          

Buyer Exoerian

Seller Sarasa
"☜ ,Seller nescription Brazilrbased credit bureau and operator or the lounh largest credit bureau in the world

Acquiring 55%

Price St 2bn

Commem Don lichen. Chiol Exeouwo ol Expenan, commented
☁The acquisition oi Serasa represents a unique and translorrnational opponunity tor Experian. lt propels us to a markei leading position

in one oi the most attractive growth marke|stor credit products glooalty and we see sont'iconl potential as we deploy ourworld class
mineradded products It is our strategic obiectives at owning markelsleading credit bureau in key marketsaround the world and ot
expanston into exctlmg emerging economies We are also delighted to have the continuing suppon et Brazil's largest banks. as both
shareholders and clients at Serasa,☁

Buyer Ftasttill

Seller Exchange Systems Technology (EST)

  

Seller Description Londun -based Drovlder cl b Ck'D iCe Iechnology

      

Acquiring locals

Price :4 8m in 2m in cash. the rest in shares)

Comment EST's products include its backro tce clearing and settlements system Eclipse and margin calculator service. MarginClck. The inn aiso
supplies a securities processing system that it acquired when it bought out Sam Group in 2005 In the year ended at March 2007 EST
generated revenues at £3 2m and made a loss betore lax oi m2m
EST's oaclrellice products appear complementary to Ftastnll's current ottenngs and could potentially provide it With a product set earlier
and more cost cttectively than it the company were to develop the tunetionality in-houso
News oi the alter came as Ftasttill reported a 2sta increase in turnover to to tip tor the year ended 3| March 2007.

Buyer IBM

Seller Telaiogic

 

Seller Description Swedish neadquaneled Applicallon bteeycle vendor

             

Acqulring 100%

Price suam

Comment On the sudace this is a worthy deal tor both IBM and Tolelogic wnh clear advantages tor both games and their customers Bui how
successtul the union turns out to be depends largely on the IBM Raltonai team☁ the group that Wlil subsume the Tolelogic product
pontolio Havlng ouielly reorganised used over the last lew years IBM Raltonai now appears to be on something ot a buying spreci
having acqulled soltware security and compliance testing vendor Watchnre on June 6th (see below] All ot which suggests that it has
some understanding oi what it is lacking in its armoury when it comes to addressing the lrlecycle needs ot solutions targeting a broader
range or matkels and intraslruoturcs
in terms ol culture and ethos, IBM and Telelogic have probably more in common than most oi the others in the purchasing tiame
Bul we also thought that oi lBM and Rational when the lormer acquired the latter 5 years ago and it is only recently that these two
companies have tinalty settled into a coherent and workable product roadmap IBM has come a lot [unher since then and certainly
recognises its mtslakes in the handling at national - though doesn't acknowledge them DublicN A so there is hope that they will handle
the integration ot Teleiogic more sensibly and productively Telelogic is tar more than a more 'David' to lBM's Goliath A strong player in
its own right IBM must convince the malkel that it is capable this tnie at getting the most out at its new purchase

Buyer taM

Setter Watchrire

Seller Description Supplier ot products tor testing the security ot applications

Acquiring tools

Price Undisclosed

Comment The plan is tor Watchliie to become pan ot the Railunai business unit, which is the correct place tor it as lls main use is in the pre-
doployrnent application testing phase It is part oi the Oualliy Management suite. Howevec it should also be noted that it lurther
contributes to IBM☁s growing security capabilities and ll will be uselul tor Ttvoli eornpliance management ptlerings and tor use by lBM's
Global technology Services
Thts is a specialist area in which all the players arerelatively small and the acquisition is indicative ol iHM's desire to be as
eomprehensrve as possible in its otterings The man area tor speculation is what wtll happen to Watchnre's existing partnerships Al the
moment its pannership With Mercury interactive accounts tor a large part ol its business, rellecting Mercury's position in the automated
testing matkel Mercury Interactive oecame HP Mercury lasi year, toilowlng its acquisition by HP, and so it is hard to see this relationship
not being disrupted A partnership with Fortily Su wami a similar sized privately howl company that already has a relationship With IBM,
should prove less contentious The latter is technically valuaole as Footy provides ☁wiliic box' testing while Waich te provides 'black
box☁ testing Fonity is tlierclore more relevant tor testing during code development and Waich re tor compliance testing it would be
loglca] Io! {BM it) bring Forliiy iuily lnio inc told as well
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Mergers and Acquisitions - June 2007

 

Buyer SDL

 

Seller PASS Pmcess Aulnmakion SOIMZVE Systems Engineering (3th (☜Fassolo☝)

  

Provider of sofiwara locailsaiion Dmducls

 

Seller Description

 

Acquiring I 00%

 

俉21☜ (Eim in cash and the balance In SDL Shares)

 

This represents a pertcctiy logical move ior SDL. taking its translation services and technology into the sonware iecaitsaiion market
Software localisation is the process at taking a soitware product and readying rt lor use in multiple languages and cultures Because
most software products are continually updated. its job is never done And us nor rust the scitware user that needs transiaiion out the
help tiles and insimcilohs This is a very specialist area out one that SDL can clearly help in. given its expertise By ouying exisllng playcr
Fassolo and combining its existing technology with Passoio's products. it puts itseir in a potentially very strong posrtion in this growmg
matkui.

My greatest hope is that SDL can help the soitware companies to write their licence conditions tn terms we can all undersland
Unioriunalely that may be a ioriarn hope

   

Buyer Sopheon

 

Seller Alignenl Soliwaie

  

Seller Description I California-based provide! cl producl and Icchnolugy madmapping software

 

Acquiring

 

Price $5 5m (55 8m Imliaily. a iurlhcr $750,000 in polenllal earn-out paymcnls)

 

Comment This acquisition is a brave move tor Sopheon On the plus side ihore aretwo reasons why ihis makes sense Firstly. Aligneni's principal
product. vision Slramglsi is sa wam that helps the user visualise and predict how market and technology trends will impact proauei
plans AI icas| on paper Ihis Ms Well Wim Sopheun's Accolade produci. which automates lnnovaiiun process governance Whilsl [he |WO

producis Wiil tic markelcd separately they go some way to providing a more comprehensive praduci planning suiic
Second Aligncni orings \VIII☂I ii a ran oi clients. and appmximalely too oi ihem wiil deepen Saphean☁s penetration oi the chemical
and consumer packaged goods markets it also opens up new. potentially hignrgrowih opportunities ior Sopheoh in particular in ihe
aerospace. deionco and high-tech industries Alighent'scustomer base inekides big names such as Boeing, BAE Systems. Corning
Honeywell. Lockheed Marlin. Motorola and NAVAIR. giving Sooneori greater visioiiity
However. there is a down side Aligneni has recently been through an ☁cxtenstve' restructuring. probably in a Did '0 make it a more
attractive acquisition target Buying a company shortly alter a restructuring, however extenswe, is rather like purchasing a house oeiore
it☁s built. eased solely on ihe plans a you rust don't know it it☁s going io work

  

Buyer Spring

 

Seller Glntel

 

Seller Description Tcieeomsloeuseo stalling agency

    

Maul-mg tome

Price £27 2m

Commem u Consolidation in the wolld Oi Sla lng agencies continues. as expected This Is a market that iavcurs scale. nci leasi because piovldcls

need in have a blond Daniella 0' lniEIesls in Order ID Tide Gui [heups anddowns oi sla ing demand

For Spring. this acquisition looks to play nicely to some oi iis key sirategic pnonties Under CEO Peler Searie the bustness has been
aiming both to grow ilS inlerests higher up the siamng value chain tr e in more niche and prolesstonal services areas) and to diversity
iis customer segments and geographic coverage Gioiei is in our view a good move on the diversi cation poini in particular Firstly it
wii heiu boost Swing's icico interests (currently the lormer Triage Consulilng business. now remanded Spring Telecoms. which sonng

acquired in 2002i as e counterbaiancc to its reliance on IT Secondly. on the geographic DOInL Gloiei earns hall ol its revenue outside
the UK The eniree to the us markci (where Giotel carried :45 am in revenue in FYOU is the real prize ior Spnng. out it also gains
licensed cperaiinns in Germany Nclhciiands Eeigtum and Ausiraiia
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UK software and IT services share prices and market capitalisation - June 2007
Share PSR S/ITS Share price Share price Capilahsanon

SCS Price Capilalisalion Historic Rauo Index move since ☜A1 move move since

. . .. , .Cat . 290011-07 _ 29-Jun-07 _ PIE Cap/Rev. _ 29-Jun-07 _ 31175707 in 2007 7 31.175707
@UK Pic SP 0.13 4.91 NA 3.38 193.47 -7% -23% -20.29111
NPhamEYiC SP 0.41 54.37 14.6 0.32 133.07 -33% -14% {25.35111
Allerian SP 1.67 70.13 30.1 5.01 935.00 3% 47% 22.11111
Anile Group CS 075 262.91 73.3 1.39 433.60 -4% -3% .21047111
457615677 7 7 7 777S7P77777 70.75737 7 65.74 _ NA 7 12.29 _ 3026.32 7 -7% 47% 7 -25.157m7
Atelis pk: SP ☁ 0.05 1.31 NA NA 244.19 0% -22% 20.00111
Allantic Global 1 SP 0.22 5.04 96.9 2.36 745.76 13% 63% 20.53111
ManomyCorporanion SP 1 7.20 1421.03 74.3 11.03 219.73 6% 41% -2145.23m
Aveva Group SP 9.25 623.15 35.2 9.45 4.625.00 -2% 13% -214.14111

Axon Group/7 7 7 7 77067777777917 77 4377.66 7 32.1 _ 3.55 7 4,520.00 1% 7 30% 7 722.4711. 7
51,}; inlernational SP 1 1.39 57.43 17.2 3.34 2.90769 -10% 10% {6.40111
Brady SP 0.63 17.76 23.1 7.30 639.51 13% 36% 22.17111
Business 00111161 6611111an 05 0.06 15.61 NA 1.95 920.00 »12% 13% {204111
Business systems cs 0.13 10.40 13.9 0.30 109.24 16% 4% 2104111
Canmno 7 7 7 9S7 7 0.06 16.31 NA 2.34 1.000.00 _ 0% 0% 20.00111
Caipiia Group 05 7.26 4496.24 31.7 2.64 196.252.49 0% 20% -£6.62m
Can☁mm cs 0.01 1.33 NA 0.29 166.67 0% -33% £0.26m

Charleris cs 0.20 8.60 19.5 0.97 222.22 -9% 25% -20.36111

Chelford Group cs 1.30 9.23 126.3 0.50 226.09 -10% -22% -21.00111
cMca 7 7 7 7 cs _ 2.73 171.71 7 17.3 1.62 1,559.59 7 11% -1% 217.29m
c1511; Sommerce SP 0.60 14.95 3.2 1.12 430.00 40% 12% 20.93111
c nica. compuling SF 0.06 2.07 NA 1.25 43.39 0% -14% 20.17111
CODA p15. SP 1.36 143.75 NA 2.69 1.14315 -1% 15% {0.96m
03111961 Group 06 1.49 50.42 22.6 0.60 1,192.00 0% 26% 20.00111
ngipuXacenle! 7 7 R _ 2.26 360.59 13.0 0.16 337.31 »7% -16% 122591111
Compuler Software Group SP 150 35.19 19.3 6.05 1.276.59 0% 23% 20.00111
Renamed Coreru SP 0.14 6.33 NA 1.01 166.67 -11% -3% {0.30111
Comma SP 0.05 7.10 NA 2.73 131.53 -17% -11% 21.57111
0.3310916 SP 173 123.55 11.9 3.07 773.91 -4% 13% {5.44111
031651117 7 7 _SP _7 47.15 25.63 12.5 1.07 1,596.15 -4% 33% .2105111
051155 CS 3.35 440.01 38.5 2.32 4,312.50 3% 5% 212.29m
0166111 Group R 1.35 162.67 22.6 0.73 567.14 -6% -21% .21076111
131111515111a Group SF 1.92 10.40 NA NA 1,406.59 4% 31% 20.40111
Dimension Dala R 0.57 377.90 43.7 0.63 101.24 3% 33% 26545111
13175 1351757 37246751356711 7 7 _ SP 0734 11.20 67.2 0.90 309.09 0% -3% 20.25111
6631011an SP 0.44 6.22 NA 1.15 295.92 0% -47% 20.00m
ELCOM CS 002 6.54 NA 13.33 400.00 0% 452% 20.00111
21562151116 Dala Processmg SP 0.31 19.69 45.6 2.32 2.430.10 0% 26% 20.00111
FDM Group A 1.33 32.04 15.3 0.72 1,693.25 3% 43% 22.32111
FELliJI77 7 7 7 7 _ SP 7 0.03 23.51 NA 3.67 66.67 14% 33% £3.26m
151151112151 0016615 es 061 27.09 3.2 1.36 265.22 2% 12% 20.44111
mama-155 Group SP 031 11.95 16.3 0.34 3.115.33 13% 3% -23.37111
Focus Solutions Group (:5 0.50 14.32 37.5 1.45 256.41 -19% 3% {3.30m
GB Group (:5 0.32 2701 NA 1.80 206.40 -3% -30% 20.24m
(73175115197111177 77 7 77 _ SP 024 12.51 9.1 1.64 600.00 73% 7 -6% -21.05111
Glolel A 0.66 26.33 10.7 0.29 353.25 19% 3% 24.46111
Gresham Compuung CS 1.27 63.69 153.3 4.56 1,365.59 1% -14% 20.25111
Group NBT CS 2.94 72.61 26.2 3.64 1,470.00 -15% 42% -212.99m
Harvey Nash Group A 0.91 65.26 13 9 0.26 520.00 15% 25% 21293111

☁ A 7 0.06 1.95 17.2 0.14 166.67 0% 30% -20.04m
cs 0.71 36.23 14.8 0.45 336.15 -6% 2% {3.29111

IBS OPENSysIems CS 197 73.60 15.8 5.03 1.29130 1% 3% 20.60m
IS Solulions 08 0.19 4.77 16.6 0.37 703.04 -5% 21% -20.13m
ICM Compuler Group cs 5.43 115.74 34.6 1.53 3.01667 3% 33% 23.04111
p_x 7 7 75P _ 0.09 7 32.06 NA 2.26 11.55 6% 41% 215.46m
11111191161111 SP 003 9.13 NA 6.56 927.06 -9% -7% {0.88m
111 Technology CS 0.37 52.35 NA 0.26 1.430 00 13% -14% -21.41111
lnierQuesl Group A 1.07 30.91 NA 1.12 1,360.37 -7% 22% {2.16m
hnovau'on Group 5P 0.37 233.39 NA 3.33 159.33 4% 17% £5.38m
b ligerjl uyirpnmenls 7 SP 7 70.107 7 16.69 NA 5.35 103.51 13% 63% £1.63m
lntercede Group 5P 0.39 13.90 NA 7.70 650.00 419% -34% »£3.25m
lnvu SP 0.27 27.05 13.6 4.17 2.34203 -10% 410% 423,011☜
iSOFT Group SP 0.49 113.34 NA 0.43 445.45 11% 43% £12.21m
I☁l☂rain SP 0.03 2.05 NA 1.12 32.94 40% 24% 20.12111
☜Ea 77 7 7 77 7 7 709 7 717275 7 226.46 NA 6.07 4,093.36 -3% 155% -27.25m
K3 Business Technology SP 1.50 32.60 14.4 1.19 1,146.10 {1% 29% -£0.56m

Kewill SP 0.65 63.35 47.0 1.66 1.67934 1% 3% 2257111
Knowledge Technology Solulions SP 0.01 3.74 NA 2.99 200.00 0% -38% -£0.75m

LogicaCMG cs 1.52 233517 19.0 0.37 2081.62 -10% 43% -£245.321n
L A 770.375 15.63 35.1; 0.11 350.00 1% 100% 20.19111
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Share , PSR SIITS Share price Share price Capitalisation

☁ SCS Price lCapitalisaiiunl Historic ' Ratio Index 1 move since , % move move since

7 7 777 77. 77777 7 1 Cat... 297-J.un~0.77☁7 7297Jun♥017i7 PIE :7CaP7JBex-7 29:17u7n7-077 7.371-May70777 in 27007 .7731-MaV-07 7
when: 4 l SP 3 1.92 44.21 1 NA 3 1.34 774.19 43% 0% -£2.24m
Manpower So ware 1 SP 0.63 ☁ 28.06 ☁ NA 6.48 649.48 -10% 142% -£2.82m

Wima Holdings i CS ☁ 2.99 73.05 ☁ NA i 5.89 2,174.55 3% 30% £2.57m

Mediasurface ☁ SF☂ ☁ 0.26 19.89 NA 2.06 1,893.38 14% ☁ 51% £2.51m

MES 7 7 7 7755 1 7E 777 5§77i4i77 7.75192 . . ☜77077 7 7 43191517107
Mcrogen 1 cs 1 0,48 ☁ 49.27 i 12.5 ☁ 1.31 . 43% -£3.60m
Mnorplanet Systems ☁ SP ☁ 0.51 14.71 i 12.3 0.62 1,041.45 -6% -£0.72m

Msys ☁ SP ☁ 2.35 1179.19 l 259 i 2.52 ☁ 2,923.68 -6% -£79.55m

Nbrse 1 R 0.95 148.72 NA 1 0.41 380.00 -5% 1 ♥£7.83m

Nggsroug w V, csa a._ 125.7; 7 3, 254311 6.06 2 311.36, ☁ __ 8% £9.62m
Ncipner SP , 2.47 70.70 1 NA 4.07 988.00 -5% -£4.16m
Neicall 1 SP i 0.26 , 17.17 48.0 ☁ 5.18 525.25 8% £1.15m

Neistore ☁ 05 i 0.32 ☁ 39.50 i 13.8 1.98 213.33 7% £1.57!☜

Neiworkers lntemational A 0.42 , 38.23 i NA 2.01 1,296.00 -2% -£0.92m

Ng hgéiql ma qu 5.9.8409"? . 7 i 07371. 07-5077 7 775729-41 . . 20-9 7. 1:29 7 397159... . 3% 59-39017 7
N85 Relail Systems i SP 0.28 117.27 12.3 2.42 2,434.78 -3% ♥E4.1Gm

OnecllckHR 1 SP 0.06 8.93 1 NA 1 1.51 150.00 0% -£0.55m
OPD Group 1 A 4.79 127.22 NA i 2.91 2,177.27 0% £0.00m

Parity ☁ A ' 0.84 31.67 NA 1 0.20 777.77 4% £0.95m

EB☁SYS17B7FUS77 7 7 777737137. 9-257 7 45-14 . . . 353 7 2&5, 7 7 261.753. . 0% . 7 .7 $03.72*" 7
Phoenix IT ☁ CS 4.20 313.90 18.9 i 2.48 1,555.56 11% £85.47m

Pilat Media Global SP | 0.63 37.30 15.5 2.87 3,150.00 -15% £6.24!☜

Pixology i SP 0.40 8.06 ☁ NA 1.79 286.59 3% -£8.09m

Portrait So ware 1 CS ☁ 0.22 18.78 ☁ NA , 1.30 144.45 10% £1.51m

Pmaclis Holdings 7 SR ; 0.82 24.150 7 ,NA 1 12.95 1.680;☜ A W 7 73:4.
Pmlogic CS 0.98 9.75 11.4 1.41 .18072 6%

QineiiQ Gmup CS 1.86 1226.46 187 I 1.07 847.38 -6%

Qunnectis CS 0.01 1.37 NA 12.48 165.33 ~30%

Quaniica 1 A 0.42 28.89 9.1 0.74 338.71 -2% 38%

8697579757971! 7.7.77 7 777 77 7. 72-769 7 NA 17-10 7775721937 7 7.257% 7457477... 7..
Revenue Assurance SeNlces ☁ . 64.87 20.9 1.45 1,013.33 15% 24% 28.1 1 m
RM SP ☁ 2.08 192.03 NA 1 0.73 5,934.29 1% 7% £1.86m

Royalbiue Group SP ☁ 9.15 316.25 29.5 i 3.34 5,382.35 -12% ~12% £43.59m

Sage Group ☁ SP 2.35 3053.37 20.0 ☁ 3.26 90,384.62 6% 43% -£217.59m

SandersouGroylz .7 7 7 . 7.1. 751377 7 0751. , .2112. . .7 N8 7 1-317 . . 1.0.1000 . . 747% 3% £0781"!
SciSys 1914 NA 0.75 583.33 >10% -14% -EZ.04m

SDL 311.63 44.1 3.29 2,793.33 7% 78% £21.85m

ServicePawer 13.58 NA 1.71 170.00 3% 3% £0.20m

Sirius Financial 39.82 21.9 1.83 1,506.67 0% 54% £0.00!"

SiRW§7rEE777 7 7. 7. 79-42. . 1 . 9-437 179. 7 .7 7 711%.. £574.. . 7 $0715!"
smanFOCUS plc 16.70 27.4 1.82 1,945.95 6% 18% £0.69m

Supheon 25.38 1 NA 4.23 273.38 110% -16% -E3.01m

Spring Group 116.13 23.4 0.29 800.00 4% 4% £5.25m

SSP Holdings 99.97 NA 5.59 1,316.04 0% 16% £0.00m

StaiPro Group N 45.99" 7 1757.1 7 3.51 1.05750 7 -2°/,.. 7 7-716% Vii-£1.06!☜
SThree Group plc 652.91 23.0 2.69 2291.26 ~7% 22% -£46.39m

Slilo lntemational 1.88 NA 0.82 40.00 0% 46% -£0.13m

sgraregrc Thought 1766 NA 1.54 490.15 45% 33% -£5.74rn
SurlConlrol 192.58 67.3 3.36 3.350.00 7% 29% £12.35m

Tadpolg Iechnpjogx . , - 7 1174.9 . 7. . NA 3-81. 120-71 25% 400% 51:00!"
leit Group CS 3.00 38.48 18.7 1.64 2,808.70 -6% 17% £2.57.☜

Tola| systems SP 0.42 4.37 19.6 1.25 792.45 0% 17% £0.00m

Touchsrone Group SF 1.79 21.99 66.4 0.73 1.70470 46% 0% -£3.73m
Trace Group SP 1.70 25.29 , 20.0 1.77 1,424.00 17% 79% £3.70m

Triad Grqup ☁ cs . 0.27 4.02 NA 0.09 200.00 4% 5% £0.08m

Ublquily Software SP 037 7539 NA 10.10 929.65 0% 55% £0.00m
unima Nglworks R 0.01 2.30 28.9 1.21 24.39 0% 14% ~22.41m

Ultrasis Group SF 0.01 12.56 NA 10.10 20.41 -7% -30% {3.70m

Universe Gruup SP ☁ 0.07 8.32 NA 0.19 311.11 0% 60% £0.43m

Vega group V cs 7 gags 51.40 17.1 0.53, 2,073.77 -5% 20% {2.75m
VI group SP 0.17 6.43 8.6 0.66 340.00 49% 19% -£1.40m

Xansa CS 0.06 298.50 ☁ 20.5 0.79 2,205.13 -1% -1% -£4.35m

Xchanging A 2.60 628.10 3.6 NA 851.06 -15% ~15% £571.34m

Xpertise Group ☁ CS 1.10 5.83 18.4 0.36 4,400.00 11% 172% £0.48m

LolalTe CS , 0.41 14.98 3.2 0.51 1,246.15 5% 23% £0.74rn

 

Note: We caiculaie PSR 05 market Cap ahsallon divided by Saies in [he mosl recenliy announced nancral year.
Main SVSTEMHOUSE 5/115 index sel al 1000 on lSlh Anni 1989.Any new entranls 10 (no stock Exchange are allocalea an index 01 1000 based an me issue price. The 505
index 45 no! weighted. a change in lho share once 01 1m: largcsl ccmpany has me same client as a Slmliul change 107 the smallest company Category Codes: cs = Compuicl
Sen/ices SF = Soilware Praducl R : Reseller A = rr Agency 0 = 0mm  
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A FIAT MONTH FOR S/lTS SHARES

June was a bad month for rain in the UK, and not a particularly good month for S/ITS shares. The
Ovum index was slightly down at -O.6%, while the i-TSE IT index lost almost 4%. Worst of all was the

techMARK, which was down a notable 8%.

So what's been going on? Predominantly it's a mixture of under-performance and the market's response -☁ r

to takeover bids. Across the sectors within the S/lTS industry, we saw a continuation of May's trend samad Mas°°d
with the IT staf ng companies leading the pack. Having said that, growth for this sector as a whole was Niall/5☁
a hardly stellar 1.4%. Telecoms-focused staf ng agency Glotel got a nice 19% boost during June to
(68p) after staffing giant Spring made an offer for the firm. Glotel is in our view a good move for Spring in terms of the latter
addressing its diversi cation strategy. The market appeared to approve of the move, pushing Spring up 4% to 72p.

Another bene ciary of the acquisition ☁boost☂was Harvey Nash, which announced during the month that it had bought SilkRoad,

a software development rm based in Vietnam. Harvey Nash has steadily grown its offshore business and we consider this
acquisition to be both sensible and well-timed. More generally, its offshore strategy makes it a more flexible player in the
S/lTS market. The large bulk of its business

is still in staf ng, but the offshore arm is

helping the bottom line and is providing

Average share price performance by business type - June 2007

 

opportunities for cross-sale. The SilkRoad :2: 7 14%
acquisition is of a nice, easy-to-digest size 1.0%

and Harvey Nash is more than capable of 0.5%

integrating and leveraging the new addition 0 0% ☁_ _ _ ___ 1

- especially given its growing experience in ' i - -

offshoring. The market appears to agree 415% l
-1 0%

with us. and by the end of June Han/ey ' V_ 418% 418%
Nash (at 91p) had gained 15% on its May- 4☁5"☜ 1
end point. '2'0% 1 .2 0%

☁2☁5% ☁ ☁ Software
It is left to the resellers to bring up the rear. IT Services lT Staff Agencies Resellers Products

The sector as a whole lost 2% on May☁s
valuation and all the large firms were hit by

the cross-sector slump. The biggest loser

was resale giant Computacenter (down 7% to 226p), but it was followed very closely by Dicom (down 6% at 185p) and Morse

(down 5% to 95p).

Source: Ovum

There are a few other specific performances worthy of note. Alphameric had to announce a profits warning during June for

its full year to end November. It is expecting profit to "materially underperform the current market expectations". It lost a

massive 33% to 41 p. Its share price performance for the rst half of the year is nowhere near so bad, but still 14% off.

The acquisitive Microgen also faired poorly with the market seeming to disapprove of its raised offer for Trace. It lost 8% to
hit 48p. Our view is that MiCrogen. although built on an aggressive acquisition strategy, has reached a stage in its evolution
where organic growth sh0uld be its priority. 0n the flip~side. Trace benefited from a share price increase of 17% during the
month, to 178p. Not unlike the effect Spring's purchase has had on Glotel☁s share performance.

With a track record stretching back many years, Ovum is widely acknowledged as the leading commentator on UK Software 8.
lT Services (S/ITS). Through the Holway@0/um service. which builds on the success of the original Holwey Report. our team ;
of experts provides unrivalled analysis of both the market and the players. To nd out how you can gain access to the service, ☁
including SYSTEMHOUSE and Hotnews, please contact Suzana Murshld on +44 20 7551 9071 or sumeovumcom.

© 2007 Ovum Europe Limited. The information contained in this publication may not be reproduced without the written permission of the publishers. Whilst
every care has been taken to ensure the accuracy of the information contained in this document, the publishers cannot be held responsible for any errors
or any consequences thereof. Subscribers are advised to take independent advice before taking any action. SVSTEMHOUSE® is a registered trademark of
Ovum Europe Umited. Ovum analysts might hold stock in the companies featured.
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